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Bring technology to the front lines for a safer, smarter work force. SmartCone’s 
modular internet of things (IoT) platform integrates the latest sensors for 

advanced pre-screening and crowd control mitigation.  

Technologies, Inc. | IoT Delivered

SMARTCONE

Drop and go units with multiple power and mounting    
options. Utilize at airports, border crossings, ports of 
call, emergency shelters, hospitals and/or any area 
needing security, safety and pre-screening with          
advanced data capture and analytics.

EXTREME PORTABLILITY

We can easily integrate with your exisitng worker safety 
software, included but not limitied to Process Maps 
new COVID-19 Response Management Solution, IBM 
Maximo Worker Insights, etc., as well as asset tracking 
and management software. 

ADVANCED ANAYLITICS

All data is processed on the edge to allow for real time 
computing and notifications.  This allows for mission 
critical information to be ready and relayed without 
delay including connections with the full SmartCone 
Eco-System.

REAL TIME ALERTS

Count people and/or vehicles with available advanced 
object detection and classification of 80+ items.       
Document building/lot capacity and get advanced 
notice as numbers increase.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Create customizable alerts or generic 
alarms triggered by events or on the fly 
parameters pushed out through 
TheSmartCone and SmartTorches within 
the area. Pair these alerts with color 
coded signals for ease of understanding 
and added attention.

Broadcast Alerts

From thermal cameras to directional laser 
thermometers, TheSmartCone can detect 
and measure environmental conditions.  
Set up designated check points to offer 
prescreening to individuals  with audible 
directives, i.e. “cleared” or ”Proceed to 
zone 2 for additional checks” etc.

Thermal Sensors

Using LiDAR, areas can be zoned setting 
off audible alerts when the LiDAR is 
breached to automate crowd control. Set 
no-go areas, triage zones to keep safe 
distances enforced or pair with nearby 
SmartTorches to direct the flow of traffic.

Crowd Control
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